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Abstract. This paper presents model and an algorithmic approach for
the problem of generation optimal tourist route for electric vehicles (EVs).
In the discussed problem a starting and a final point of a route are EV
charging stations where tourist could charge the battery and then continue a journey. The main objective is to select to the route points of
interests (POIs) which maximizing tourist attractiveness. Furthermore
maximum length of the route is limited by the number of kilometers
that the car can travel on a single battery charge. The model applied
by us is the graph routing problem named as the Orienteering Problem
with Time Windows (OPTW). In OPTW each location has positive score
and a specific time interval in which a location can be visited. The solution of OPTW is a route (from the given starting to the ending point)
with a fixed limit of length including a subset of locations. Moreover
the route maximizes the total score of the locations visited in the predefined time intervals. As a solution we present the evolutionary algorithm
with combines path relinking method instead crossover. Computational
experiments are conducted on realistic database POIs and EV charging
stations of Podlasie region in Poland. Tests results and execution time of
the algorithm shows that the described solution could be a part of EV
software module with generates the most interesting route.
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Introduction

Nowadays carbon dioxide emissions have rapidly increased due to cities development and population growth. Transport has a high negative impact, on the
environment degradation. In this reason in last years Green Logistics (GL) has
received increasing attention in business as well as in a research field [3]. The
main goals of GL are: maximum utilization of means of transport, development of
green intelligent transportation systems which reduces the energy consumption,
promotion of alternative fuels and vehicles with electric engines. Environmental
aspects has been included to the optimization problem of vehicle routing problems (VRP) and also green vehicle routing problem is developed (G-VRP) [3].
In modern transportation system the electrical vehicles (EVs) are beneficial to
the environment. EVs are more silent in operation and emission free compared
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to gasoline powered cars. However the driving range of a car depends largely on
the capacity of the battery. It is important constraint which affect into routing planning for EVs. Batteries need to be charged a significant amount of
time extending the route time. Literature describes some problems such as Electric Vehicle Scheduling Problem (E-VSP) [23], Electric Vehicle Routing Problem (EVRP) [1], Electric Vehicles Routing problem with Time Windows and
Recharging Stations(E-VRPTW) [15] which solutions minimizing total traveled
distance and give possibility of recharging batteries.
In many touristic regions when clear air and national parks are important e.g.
US [5] (California, Arizona, Orlando), Europe (Goms and Haslital region of the
Swiss Alps [4]) the Electric Vehicle Tourism is popularized. Especially EV rental
cars services are developed in those touristic regions. Tourist that use EV are
satisfied when they could choose the most interesting POIs for each trip day
and have not to care about charging the battery. It is comfortable if the battery
charging can take place during e.g. an accommodation or the other break in
a tour. The opening and closing time assigned to each POIs is additional constraint considered in a tour scheduling.
To the best our knowledge any web, mobile and cars applications (e.g. rang assistant in BMW i3, EV TripPlanner for Tesla S users [6]) do not select the set
of POIs maximizing tourist satisfaction and taking into account the trip constraints such as: driving range of a car battery as well as POIs visiting hours.
In this regard, this article presents the suitable model for the described problem. Moreover the effective evolutionary algorithm with path relinking instead
crossover developed by us in[12] is used to generate the most satisfying tourist
trip for EVs user with the aforementioned limitations. The graph optimisation
routing problem called Orienteering Problem with Time Windows (OPTW) [20]
is used by us as the model. The considered graph have vertices with assigned
score/ profit which was interpreted by us as a vertex attractiveness.
An extension of OPTW is Team Orienteering Problem with Time Windows
(TOPTW) where the given number of optimal routes (the parameter m) are
generated, each one not exceeded the same constraint. Methods for the TOPTW
could also be applied to the OPTW because the solution OPTW is only one optimal route (m=1). Both these problems belongs to the class NP- hard [22]. In
literature there are many meta-heuristic approaches giving satisfactory solutions
e. g. local search methods [21], tabu search [19], ant colony optimisation [16],
variable neighbour search [14], evolitionary inspired algorithms [17].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The OPTW problem
definition and its transformation to the problem of generation optimal tourist
routes of EVs are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe the concept
of our evolutionary algorithm for solving the problem. The computational experiments run on realistic database POIs and EV charging stations of Podlasie
region in Poland are discussed in Section 4. Finally the paper is concluded in
Section 5. In this section we also lay the groundwork for further research.
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The Problem Definition

In this work the optimization of an EV tourist route is modeled by the known
graph problem called OPTW [10], [22]. In OPTW a set of the fixed locations is
given. Each location i has a positive score Si , which is added after the visit of
the location and a visiting time Ti as well as a time window [Oi , Ci ], where Oi
and Ci denote the opening and closing time, respectively. Service of a location
must begin and end within this interval. It is permissible to wait before the
opening time in order to visit profitable locations and maximize the total score.
Each edge between locations i and j has a fixed cost tij which is interpreted as
distance needed to travel between locations. The OPTW goal is to determine
a single route from the fixed starting to the ending point, that visits some of
vertices within the fixed time windows and maximizes the total score. Moreover,
the total cost of the edges on the route must be less than the threshold tmax , and
any vertex on the path can only be visited once. A feasible solution not violate
any time window constraint on the fixed travel time limit (or travel length) of
the route.
In the case of the optimization of a tourist route of EV the set A of n POI(s)
and the set B of m EV charging stations are given. Each POI i has assigned
interval [Oi , Ci ] in which a visit can last and the fixed visiting time Ti . The
distances between each pair of POIs and each POI and EV charging station
are denoted by tij for i, j ∈ {1, ..., n + m} . Each POI i has a score Si ≥ 0
interpreted as its attractiveness. The EV charging stations have profits equal to
zero. Moreover tmax - the number of kilometers that the consider model of car
can travel on a single battery charge is known. The starting and ending points,
denoted by s and e respectively are selected among the points from the set B
and their distance does not exceed the limit tmax . The optimization goal is the
generation a route from starting to the ending point that maximizes the total
collected score (connected with attractiveness of the route), each POI is visited
at most once in the predefined time interval and the length of the route does not
exceed the limit tmax . The problem can be formulate as a mixed integer problem
with the decision variable: xij = 1 if the direct link between i and j is included
in a route, and xij = 0 otherwise. Moreover starti denotes the start of service
time at vertex i and M is a large constant.
The objective function (1) maximizes the total collected profit of the route:

max

n+m−1
X n+m
X
i=1

Si xij .

(1)

j=2

The constraint in (2) guarantees that the path starts at vertex 1 and ends at
vertex n + m:
n+m
X
j=2

x1j =

n+m−1
X
i=1

xin+m = 1.

(2)
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Constraint (3) requires that there may be at most one visit to any vertex:
n+m−1
X
i=1

xik =

n+m
X

xkj ≤ 1

∀k ∈ {2, ..., n + m − 1}.

(3)

j=2

The constraint in (4) ensures that the distance of the route is limited by tmax :
n+m−1
X n+m
X
i=1

tij xij ≤ tmax .

(4)

j=2

Constraint (5) ensures the timeline of the route:
starti + Ti + tij − startj ≤ M · (1 − xij ).

(5)

The start of the service is restricted by a time window as in (6):
Oi ≤ starti ≤ Ci
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∀i = 1, ..., n + m .

(6)

Evolutionary Algorithm

To solve the presented problem, the evolutionary algorithm (EA) is used, previously developed by us to solve OPTW [12]. The EA for OPTW gives about
2% better results in comparison to other metaheuristics like iterated local search
or greedy randomized adaptive search procedure [12]. In this reason we decide
to use EA also to solve the presented in this paper problem. In the algorithm
instead of the crossover a path relinking (PR) strategy is used. PR starts from
selecting initial and guiding solutions to represent the starting and the ending
points of the route [7]. Attributes from the guiding solution are gradually introduced into the intermediate solutions, so that these solutions contain less
characteristics from the initial solution and more from the guiding solution. As
a result, the selective moves between initial and guiding solutions provide the
better routes than the input routes. In the literature PR significantly improves
the different metaheuristics solving different optimization problems e.g. greedy
randomized adaptive search procedure (GRASP) [2], variable neighbor search
(VNS) [18], genetic algorithms (GA) [8] and tabu search (TS) [9].
Let Ng denotes a number of the algorithm generations, Psize describes the number of routes in the initial population.
The basic structure of the EA is given as follows:
compute initial P_size routes;
iter=0; not_imp=0; stop= false
while (iter< Ng) and (stop =false) do
iter++;
evaluate the fitness value of each route;
make a tournament grouping selection;
perform path relinking;
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perform mutation;
if no improvements in an attractiveness after 100 iterations
then stop= true;
od
return the route with the highest profit value;
The subsequent steps of the EA are described in detail in the following subsections.
3.1

Initialization

In our approach a route is coded as a sequence of POIs but the starting (s) and
ending (e) points are the fixed among EV charging stations. First the route is
initialized by s and e stations. Then the following values are assigned sequentially
to a POI selected to route: arrivali - arrival time at POI i, waiti - waiting time,
if the arrival at a POI i is before opening time, starti and endi - starting and
ending service time at POI i. Moreover, the maximum time the a visit i can be
delayed without making other visits infeasible is calculated for each POI in the
route as follows [21]:
M axShif ti = M in(Ci − starti − Ti , waiti+1 + M axShif ti+1 )

(7)

Let POI l be the predecessor of charging station e in the route. In the subsequent steps a set of POIs is included. Each location v from this set is adjacent
to location l and the station e and will satisfy the following conditions after
insertion: (a) startv and endv are within the range [Ov , Cv ]; (b) the locations
after v could be visited in the route; and (c) the current travel length of the
route does not exceed the given tmax . A random location v is chosen from this
set. The values arrivalv , waitv , startv and endv are calculated and the location
v is inserted. After the insertion, the values arrivale , waite , starte and ende are
updated. Moreover, for each POI in the tour (from vertex e to s) the M axShif t
value is updated as well. The route generation is continued for as long as POIs
that have not been included are present and tmax is not exceeded.
3.2

Selection

We use tournament grouping selection used by us in [24] and in [11]. This selection yields better adapted individuals than standard tournament selection. In
this method a set of Psize routes is divided into k groups and the tournaments
are carried out sequentially in each of the groups. tsize routes are removed from
the group, the chromosome with the highest value for the fitness function in the
form:
T otalP rof it3
(8)
T ravelT ime
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is copied to the next population, and the tsize previously chosen individuals
are returned to the old group. T otalP rof it denotes sum of POI’s profits in the
route and T ravelT ime is the time connected with the visit of the POI’s as well as
length of the route. After repetition of Psize /k selection from the group currently
analyzed, Psize /k routes are chosen for a new population. Finally, when this step
has been repeated in each of the remaining groups, a new population is created,
containing Psize routes.
3.3

Path Relinking

In this paper PR is used by us as alternative to the crossover. The method was
developed by us with good results on benchmarks in the case of OPTW solution
in [12]. Let VR1 −R2 be the set of POIs present in a route R1 and not presented
in R2 , and let VR2 −R1 denotes the set of POIs present in R2 and not in R1 .
During PR(R1 , R2 ) we attempt to insert POIs from VR2 −R1 into R1 in the best
possible positions. The total consumption time associated with inserting a POI
j between i and k is calculated in the following way:
Shif tj = tij + waitj + Tj + tjk − tik .

(9)

In addition, we check whether the shift resulting from the new insertion exceeds
the constraints associated with the previously calculated wait and M axShif t
values for the vertices located directly after the newly inserted one. If the shift
exceeds the constraints the vertices from VR1 −R2 are removed to restore the
possibility of inserting new POIs. For each vertex u from this set a ratio is
calculated as follows:
2

RemovalRatio =

(pu )
.
endu − arriveu

(10)

After this computation the POI with the smallest value for RemovalRatio is
removed. This removal is repeated until we can insert some vertices into the
path. Finally the vertex u with the highest value:
2

InsertionRatio =

(pu )
Shif tu

(11)

is selected for insertion if not exceed the mentioned constraints. After u is inserted, the values of arriveu , waitu , startu and endu are calculated. For each
location in the route after u the arrival time, waiting time, start and end of
service are updated. M axShif t values are also updated for the locations from
the starting point to the ending point of the route. The process is repeated for as
long as tmax is not exceeded and the set VR2 −R1 is not empty. Similarly, PR(R2 ,
R1 ) is performed by inserting vertices from VR1 −R2 into R2 . In result two new
routes are created . If the fitness values of the new routes are higher than the
fitness value of R1 and R2 , they replace them.
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3.4

Mutation

In mutation phase a random route is selected from all routes. Two types of
mutation are used by us a gene insertion or gene removal (the probability of
each is 0.5). The mutation process is repeated on the selected route Nm times,
where Nm is the parameter of the algorithm. In insertion mutation, all possibilities for inclusion of each new POI not presented in the route are considered. We check whether the shift resulting from the new insertion exceeds the
constraints associated with the previously calculated wait and M axShif t values of the POIs located directly after the newly inserted one. The location u
2
with the highest value of (pu ) /T ravelT imeIncrease(u) is selected for insertion. T ravelT imeIncrease(u) is defined as the increased travel and visit time
when POI u is included. After the insertion POI u into the route the values of
arrivalu , waitu , startu and endu are calculated. For each location after u the
arrival time, waiting time, start and end of service are updated. The M axShif t
value is updated for each location in the tour.
In the deletion mutation we remove a randomly selected POI in order to
shorten the travel length. After the gene is removed, all locations after the removed gene are shifted towards the beginning of the route. Furthermore, the
locations before and after the removed POI should be updated.
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Computational Experiment

The EA was implemented in C++ and run on an Intel Core i7, 1.73 GHz CPU
(turbo boost to 2.93 GHz). The computational experiments were carried out on
realistic database 531 POIs and EV charging stations Podlasie region (Poland).
Each POI is specified by coordinates, profit (determined on the basis of the votes
of Internet users on the given object), time window and visiting time (randomly
assigned). Shortest car distance between each pair of POIs and between POIs
and battery charging stations were determined on the basis of the queries to
Bing Map Service (Routes API).
For comparison results we also tests another version of EA having crossover instead path relinking process. The version with crossover is denoted by EA CR
and the version with path relinking by EA PR. In the crossover we selected
two routes and in these routes we determine all genes which could be replaced
without violating time windows conditions and the limit of route length. Finally
a random pair is selected from all similar pairs of genes and this is a point of
crossover. The new routes are created by exchange chromosome fragments from
both parents from crossover point to the end of route.
Many tests were carried out to establish the evolutionary algorithms parameters and determine convergence and sensitivity. The parameter values which
represent the best trade-off between the quality of the solutions and the computational time are as follows: the number of routes in the initial population- Psize
=150, the number of groups in the tournament selection- k=15, the number of
routes removed from the group tsize =10, the mutation process is repeated on
the selected route Nm = 15 times. In tests we take different limit of routes length
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(tmax ) because of different number of kilometers possible to drive on a single
battery charge (this value depends on an EV brand and do not exceed 500 km).
We recall that by the attractiveness we mean sum of scores connected with POI’s
included to the route. The attractiveness of routes balance (see Fig. 1) because of
removing POI in deletion mutation. It can be notice that the attractiveness is not
higher after 1000 iterations so the maximum number of algorithm generations
was set to 1000. Additionally after each 100 generations the current population
is checked and the algorithm is stopped if no improvements in attractiveness of
route have been found.
The comparison of the results according to the EA CR (the version with

Fig. 1. Convergence of the GA PR for tmax = 200-500 value

crossover) as well as EA PR (the version with the path relinking) are outlined
in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. In tables the length is given in kilometers, execution time
of the algorithm in seconds. The algorithm is run 15 times and in tables we
place the best results from all runs. The execution time is calculated as a sum
from 15 runs of algorithm. Results indicate that both algorithms give results in
the comparable execution time (about 0.2 s). In the case when the starting and
ending points are different (see Tab. 1) both versions give the same results in
the length of route and attractiveness. The exception is tmax =300 where EA PR
gives better result in attractiveness than EA CR about 2%. When the starting
and ending point is the same for tmax =400, 500 (see Tab. 2) the length of routes
is higher in case of EA PR than EA CR . However, in case of tmax =400 for EA
CR the attractiveness of a route is higher about 0.7% in comparison to EA PR.
Both algorithms for tmax = 200, 300 give the same attractiveness and the length.
For tmax =500 results EA PR outperform EA CR about 0.1%. Fig. 1, 2 illustrate
generated routes by EA PR marked on Podlasie region map. In figures green
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points denotes POIs and their size depend on POI attractiveness. The starting
and ending points (battery charging stations) are blue.

Fig. 2. EV route example: 1-352-24-370-56-344-441- 442-5-2 (the battery charging stations are different).

Fig. 3. EV route example:1-2-357-442-344-433-381- 431-23-1. (the battery charging
station is the same)
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Table 1. Comparison EA CR and EA PR routes (starting and ending charge stations
are different)

tmax
200
300
400
500

EA CR
EA PR
length attractiveness time length attractiveness time
198.970
1427
0.164 198.970
1427
0.168
287.640
42629
0.154 296.420
43497
0.159
393.224
51206
0.177 393.224
51206
0.174
499.152
65460
0.221 499.152
65460
0.187

Table 2. Comparison EA CR and EA PR routes (the starting and the ending charge
station is the same)

tmax
200
300
400
500
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EA CR
EA PR
length attractiveness time length attractiveness time
198.324
9695
0.165 198.324
9695
0.164
285.147
42103
0.166 285.147
42103
0.160
382.272
64014
0.171 386.839
63569
0.171
488.931
66411
0.193 497.797
66466
0.209

Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we describe the problem of generation EV tourist routes which
maximizing the attractiveness of a trip and the length do not exceeded the
number of kilometers that a car can travel on a single battery charge . The
problem is transformed to the graph routing problem named the Orienteering
Problem with Time Windows. The evolutionary algorithm is presented by us as
the solution of the problem. The tests on the real dates show that two versions
of algorithm generate routes with similar attractiveness.The execution time of
the algorithm is relatively short to use them in practice.
Modern electric vehicles like BMWi3, Tesla S have navigation system to make
driving easy and convenient. For example the range assistant with dynamic range
map indicate the maximum distance that the vehicle can achieve in all directions
from current location and the route is modified in real time. The navigation
system in these cars do not select the set of POIs maximizing tourist satisfaction
and do not take into account the trip constraints such as: driving range of a car as
well as POIs visiting hours. In this regard the evolutionary algorithm described
in this paper could be a module of the software application which suggest a
driver the most attractiveness trip and the length of the route do not exceed a
battery range.
It easy notice that OPTW model allows describe route which are only one stage
(i.e. the route ends when a battery is discharged). In our further research it is our
intention to generate multistage route i.e. we want maximize the attractiveness
of EV tourist routes which be continue after charging battery. In this case Team
Orienteering Problem with Times Windows models such problem [14].
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